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The academic year 2015 started and ended with activities focused on the continuation of
research within the project. First of all, special attention was given to the dissemination and
increased visibility of the activities that were the result of previous efforts and accumulations. The
members of the research team worked together on editing the volume Diplomaţie, societate şi
mondenităţi. Sfârşit de "Belle Époque" în lumea românească (Diplomacy, society and social events.
The end of "la Belle Époque" in Romanian society),  published by the Alexandru Ioan Cuza University
Press at Iaşi. This is a volume of studies that reunites within its pages all the contributions presented
by its authors at the national conference organised last year (5-6 September 2014) as part of the
project. After publication, the volume was sent to 20 libraries, in Romania and abroad, and it was
reviewed or presented in appropriate venues: Andi Mihalache, Elite şi sociabilităţi la începutul
secolului XX (Elites and social mores in the early 20th century), in "Timpul", issue 199, October 2015;
presentation at the "Gaudeamus" Book Fair, Bucharest, 21 November 2015. The assiduous editorial
work was doubled by a generous logistic activity in order to organise in Iaşi the international
conference The diplomats' society in the Romanian public space. Perceptions, images and
representations in the last decades of the 19th century and the first half  of the 20th century. The
international conference was held at the Alexandru Ioan Cuza University in Iaşi in the interval 30. 10.
2015-01.11.2015. The rationale for organising this event can be found in the original requirements of
the research. It was noticed that in the last decades of the 19th century, the dynamics of society
caused diplomacy to evolve on a specific path. Apart from professionalism and a number of
bureaucratic skills, diplomats showed genuine sociability skills. This is the interval in which diplomats
exercise a certain influence on society and start adding value to their actions, sometimes above and
beyond the orders received from their respective foreign ministers. Diplomats act according to
shared norms, recognize themselves as an epistemological community and form a society based on
principles and values. The diplomats' society must not be mistaken for the extension of protocol
rules and customs at European and world level. It involves a kind of uniformisation that underpins,
beyond the war, in the emergence of the new diplomacy, due to a shared feeling of belonging that
generates behaviours and attitudes stemming from observation rather than from education or
training. The diplomatic corps is the legal entity expressing itself according to pre-established rules,
while the diplomats' society is the sum of knowledge defining human, rather than professional,
interaction. The 19th century is often viewed as the golden age of the career diplomat. Diplomats are
selected from among the  most competent, wealthy and sociable people of a country. They have a
shared heritage and foster a community spirit that is specific to the European gentleman. They go to
elite schools and share a common vision of the world they live in. On the backdrop of the rapid



technological, military and economic development of Europe, diplomats are increasingly more
inclined to recognize their commonalities. Before the First World War, despite the bureaucratisation
of the state functions, diplomacy remains in many countries a bastion of nepotism and favouritism,
the realm of aristocrats and noblemen. Aristocratic prestige is part of an old tradition that associates,
at the scale of the pre-war society, the diplomatic corps with the community of experts in decrypting
and running international relations. Between the two World Wars, the old tradition survives only
sporadically, diplomacy is intensely bureaucratized, and thus the new community is perceived, more
often than not, in administrative terms. The diplomats' society, however, remains unchanged. The
natural thirst for information amplifies the effort in perceiving and representing this world. Before
becoming genuinely transparent, diplomacy aroused the curiosity of people from various social
layers through its acts. In the public space, the aim was to obtain better knowledge of social
behaviours, to oversee mores, to humanize the profession. However, the phenomenon is ambivalent,
although for different reasons. The diplomats themselves construct images of the world they live in,
as their professional obligations force them to portray the environment in which they work. The
conference aims to reconstruct this type of ambivalent perception, to rebuild the images formed in
time and to explain their spread. The public space is the stage of unpredictable and unconventional
representations, the meeting point of images developed through the perception of characters of
different rank. The diplomats' society thus appears as an object of observation, interrogation and
judgement for the local subjects. The representations that cross paths in the public space can be
reconstructed by making a conscious effort to recover and analyse in retrospective certain categories
of sources, intensely used in diplomatic history, in order to outline the path taken by the talks and
discussions rather than to show the imagological side: letters, memoirs, press, diaries etc.}

The conference was organised in three separate sections:  Romanian society in the representations
of foreign diplomats (professional structures; social hierarchies; endemic conflicts; mores, spiritual
values, psychological inclinations; states of mind, etc.); Local judgement. Foreign diplomats in the
Romanian public space (physical appearance; moral portraits; education and skills; mental state;
soirees, receptions, trips to the countryside; press scandals etc.); Genesis of representations and the
vehicle of imagery. Press, memoirs and letters (deconstruction of discourse; sequence of
presentations; sources and accuracy of information; style; language; objectivity versus subjectivity;
historical relevance.

There were 25 Romanian and foreign historians attending the conference; all of them made
presentations that had been developed with scientific accuracy in an original historiographic and
documentary horizon. Here are the highlight of the presentations made by the members of the team
working on the project. The researcher Bogdan-Adrian Ceobanu made a presentation under the title
“Extremely conciliatory and everything that the Romanians could desire". The first Russian Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary in Bucharest: Leon Uruzov. In his presentation Bogdan –
Adrian Ceobanu focused on the activity of the Russian plenipotentiary Leon Uruzov in the interval
1880-1886. He tried to explain the reasons for the long time it took for the capital of the Old
Kingdom to have a minister plenipotentiary (December 1800), the manner in which he became
integrated in the social life of Bucharest, as well as his opinions regarding Romania's foreign policy,
particularly in the year 1883. After the recognition of the Romanian independence, in October 1878,
the Russian Empire granted to its representative in Bucharest, Baron Stuart, only the rank of Minister
Resident, a fact that displeased the Romanian Government, which considered this rank to be
inappropriate for an envoy to an independent state. After two years, during which the Romanian-



Russian relations were strained, it was only in December 1880 that the first Russian Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to Bucharest, Leon Uruzov, arrived in the Romanian
capital. He remained in this post until the middle of 1886; during this time he found his place in the
Romanian society. In his reports we can discover succinct portraits of King Carol I and of liberal and
conservative leaders. In this study we analyze the structure of the Legation during his mandate, the
relationship with his colleagues and with Romanian politicians, as well as various incidents in which
he was involved. The researcher Alexandru Istrate discussed the topic Guests at King Carol I’s
dinners: Protocol and manners; his presentation gave a complete picture of social life at the court of
King Carol I. Unlike dances, organised with much lavishness for New Year's, formal dinners were
never the setting for sartorial or culinary extravagance. Organised away, in most cases, from the
public eye, the dinners had, nevertheless, palpable consequences in the Romanian society. In
political and military circles, in the diplomatic milieu, dinners were a much more effective means
than dances for smoothing out disagreements and for consecrating agreements that were vital for
the country. Taking part in a formal dinner held by Carol I meant the confirmation of the guests'
respectability and the recognition of their prestige. The titles used in official papers allow us to
identify approximately six types of dinners. With the exception of those involving just a few guests
(presented in the palace records as "private"), the number of participants was substantial, constantly
around a few dozen. The memoirs of the time talk about military, parliamentary, diplomatic,
anniversary dinners, as well as about dinners held at the arrival in the country of important missions.
The protocol did not admit any digressions, being more rigorous than in the case of formal dances.
Those who had the honour of receiving an invitation from the king would receive at the same time
recommendations concerning their attire, preferably as restrained as possible, and upon arrival each
of them would be shown to their assigned places. The researcher Daniel Cain made a presentation on
the topic A diplomatic nightmare: Romania’s declaration of war (August 1916). The starting point
was the fact that any declaration of war is a nightmarish moment for the diplomats of foreign states,
despite the formal agreements guaranteeing a modicum of security. Isolated in the middle of enemy
territory, without the possibility of communicating with their own government, these diplomats
worry about what the next day will bring them. The pressure is immense: protect the diplomatic
archive and other items belonging to the state they represent, as well as evacuate one's citizens from
enemy territory.  However, the journey home can turn into a distressing experience. This is what
happened in August 1916, when Romania entered the First World War on the side of the Entente.
The evacuation of Romanian diplomats from Austria-Hungary, Germany, Bulgaria and Turkey, as well
as of the diplomatic representatives of these states from Bucharest became a veritable saga. Due to
mutual mistrust and suspicions, as well as due to financial difficulties, what should have been a few
hours' trip turned into an nightmare lasting several weeks and taking them throughout half of
Europe. A diplomatic nightmare we attempt to reconstruct based on the letters preserved in the
archives and also based on eyewitness accounts. The project manager, Claudiu-Lucian Topor, talked
about the Impressions from the memoirs of German diplomats accredited in Bucharest (1881-1914).
Topics, obsessions and prejudices regarding the Romanian society. This study seeks to develop the
theme of the structure of memoirs published by the German diplomats accredited to Romania. The
aim is to explain the prominence of some topics and the hushed tone of others. Sent to a world that
was different from that in which they had received their education and professional training, they
make their notes according to a quasi-general model. First they observe the monarchs and the
ceremonies of the Court. This is more then a topic, it is more like an obsession, due to a visible ease
in communication and information. The king, the queen, the princess  and the crown prince are a



common topic. In their close vicinity are the top politicians of the country, presented according to
their character, personality and habits. Another topic that is never avoided is the diplomatic corps
accredited to Bucharest. The memoir pages preserve valuable German accounts of the image of
other diplomats. Also present is the topic of cultural life inside the German community in Bucharest;
it could not have been absent, naturally, but, more that other topics, it seems to be one of the most
rigorously presented. Social events also occupy considerable space in the landscape of the capital;
dances and everyday entertainment – an excellent opportunity to observe the high society of
Bucharest and to describe it in contrast with the author's vision of morals and education. Hence a
number of prejudices result, influencing the perceptions about Romania. }

Obviously, this was not the only scientific conference the project team members attended in 2015:
Daniel Cain went to the conference "Românii în prima conflagraţie mondială. Tentaţii, opinii şi acţiuni
în perioada neutralităţii României" held in Iaşi, and presented on the topic Diplomati in vreme de
război: Simeon Radev şi Gheorghe Derussi (Diplomats in times of war: Simeon Radev and Gheorghe
Derussi); the event was organised by the Alexandru Ioan Cuza University in cooperation with the A.D.
Xenopol History Institute (8 November 2015); he was also invited to Vienna, to the international
conference "Der Krieg auf dem Balkan: 100 Jahre Kriegseintritt Bulgariens", organised by the
Bulgarian Cultural Institute "Haus Wittgenstein“ together with the Association of the Friends of
Haus Wittgenstein and the Austrian-Bulgarian Science Forum ("Österreichisch-Bulgarisches
Wissenschaftsforum"), with the support of the History Institute of the Vienna University ("Instituts
für Geschichte der Universität Wien"), 22 November 2015. Mr. Cain has also been invited as a
presenter to a traditional event held yearly in the institutional space of Francophony in Eastern
Europe (CEREFREA, Centre régional francophone d'études avancées within the Bucharest University);
his presentation has the title A few cultural heritage disputes: Romanians and Bulgarians during
1917, at the conference "Sciences et guerre, sciences en guerre 1914-1920", (Bucharest, 28
November). Bogdan-Adrian Ceobanu has also attended a meeting in Cluj-Napoca, in July 2015, during
the event "Tinerii cercetători şi interdisciplinaritatea. Perspective istorice şi metodologice", organised
by the Babeş-Bolyai University; his presentation was titled cu Din memoriile unui diplomat rus în
Romania la începutul secolului XX: Iurii Soloviev (From the memoirs of a Russian diplomat to Romania
in the early 20th century: Iurii Soloviev). The presentation focuses on the manner in which the
Romanian society, the diplomatic corps accredited in Bucharest and the image of the Royal
household were reflected in the memoirs of the first-class legation secretary accredited to the
Romanian capital between 1906 and 1908. Alexandru Istrate attended the international symposium
Monumentul, tradiţie şi viitor, 16th edition, held in Iaşi (Union Museum) between 9 and 12  October
2015. On this occasion he spoke on the topic Note răzleţe despre restaurările de la Trei Ierarhi şi Sf.
Nicolae Domnesc (A few remarks concerning the restoration of the churches of Three Hierarchs and
the Royal St. Nicholas). Mr. Istrate's academic calendar continued with a participation in an
international conference, Travellers and Travels. Seeing old places, looking for the new ones /
Voyageurs et voyages. Ouvrir l’espace, découvrir les lieux, organised by the Bucharest University, the
Faculty of Letters, 23-24 October 2015. His presentation had the title Câte ceva despre călătoriile lui
Cezar Bolliac, Dimitrie Papazoglu şi Alexandru Odobescu. Strategii instituţionale, ambiţii personale.
(Remarks concerning the travels of Cezar Bolliac, Dimitrie Papazoglu and Alexandru Odobescu.
Institutional strategies, personal ambitions). The presentations made at various conferences and the
articles published throughout this year have been thoroughly researched during research stages
undertaken in Romania and abroad. Daniel Cain completed such a documentation course in the



interval 24.04 – 27.04.2015 in Sofia, investigating document collections housed by the Bulgarian
National Archives (DAA), as well as by the Scientific Archives of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences.
The result of this activity is the volume of documents called Simeon Radev, Ministru la Bucureşti
(1913-1916). Memorialistica şi corespondenţa diplomatică (Simeon Radev, a Minister in Bucharest
(1913-1916). Memoirs and diplomatic correspondence), scheduled for publication in summer 2016,
at the Alexandru Ioan Cuza University Press in Iaşi. Adrian-Bogdan Ceobanu undertook a
documentation course in the interval 02-10 August 2015 at the Foreign Office in London. There he
studied the official correspondence of the English diplomats posted in Bucharest between 1881 and
1914, as well as the private letters of chiefs of mission such as William Arthur White and Frank
Cavendish Lascelles. He thus discovered the excellent relationship the former had with the Romanian
political leaders of the time, especially with the liberal ones, as well as the fact the he kept a low
profile during social events. On the other hand, Frank Lascelles attended more events and organised
more soirees and dances than his predecessor, but did not become so deeply involved in the political
disputes that occurred in the late 1880s. Claudiu-Lucian Topor went to Germany in the interval 13-21
April 2015, for documentation at the Library of the University of Konstanz. On this occasion he re-
updated the bibliography and investigated the memoirs and biographies of various diplomats
accredited to Bucharest, such as Alfred von Kiderlen Wächter (Der Staatsmann und Mensch.
Briefwechsel und Nachlass, Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt, Stuttgart, Berlin und Leipzig, 1925); Bernhard
Fȕrst von Bȕlow ( Denkwȕrdigkeiten, III Bd., Weltkrieg und Zusammenbruch, hrsg von Franz von
Stockhammern, Verlag Ullstein, Berlin, 1931) and Friedrich Rosen (Aus einem diplomatischen
Wanderleben. Bukarest, Lisabon, Transmare Verlag, Berlin). Then he went to Bucharest between 23
June and 03 July, for documentation at the Central University Library, where he had the opportunity
to continue his research concerning the profile of foreign diplomats, reconstructed mainly based on
memoirs. The document perspective on the personality of foreign diplomats became more complete
after his trip to Vienna, where, in the interval 30 August - 06 September he researched the Austrian
State Archives (Österreichisches Staatsarchiv, Haus-Hof und Staatsarchiv). His focus was on
documents belonging to personal collections (Schönburg-Hartenstein; Agenor Goluchowski; Karl Emil
Prinz zu Fȕrstenberg), as well as paperwork belonging to the Archive of the Austro-Hungarian
legation in Bucharest (Bukarest Gesandtschaftsarchive 1881-1916). Some of these documents will
complement the document platform opened by the project team members on the project internet
page. To conclude, the project management team is closing the calendar year 2015 with significant
achievements in most of the original project directions. This was a beneficial period both for research
and for dissemination. The results presented have made easier the process of understanding the
research topics in their entirety, have complemented the acquired information and have harmonised
the perspectives.


